Geriatric pharmacotherapy: Appraising new drugs for neurologic disorders in older patients.
New drug development for neurologic disorders has one of the highest attrition rates of all clinical drug developments. This is problematic when, with innovative technology available in so many aspects of life, modern societies expect to have effective treatments for neurodegenerative disorders and mental health conditions that provide something beyond simple symptomatic relief-the expectation is treatment that impacts and mitigates fundamental mechanisms that drive these disorders. The disease burden of neurologic disorders remains extremely high, whereas the proportion of patients receiving effective therapy is relatively low, demonstrating a sizeable unmet medical need. Whether for novel breakthrough therapies or for drugs considered successful, deciding on the basis of clinical trial data whether a particular treatment will be effective for a specific patient is always a leap of faith. However, expertise at reading trial results combined with knowledge of the patient and of his or her disease, together with an understanding of the effect of age on drug pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics, the effect of age on the patient's condition, and the effect of age on the patient's life and outlook will ensure the landing is safe. The focus of this article is to provide such knowledge and thereby optimize this expertise.